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Abstract. It is shown that the class of relations (functions) definable by Presburger formulas is 
exactly the class of relations (functions) computable by reversal-bounded multicounter machines. 
An upper bound of 2 ctN/l~ N~4 on the deterministic time complexity of the equivalence problem for 
such machines i established (c is a positive constant and N the sum of the sizes of the machines). In 
fact, it is proved that the inequivalence problem is NP-complete. It is also shown that the 
equivalence problem for semilinear sets (these sets are exactly the Presburger elations) is 
decidable in deterministic time 22cN2 (where N is the sum of the sizes of the descriptions of the 
semilinear sets). The bounds obtained here are smaller than the best known deterministic upper 
bound of 222cN for deciding equivalence of Presburger formulas. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that the class of Presburger sets (=relations definable by 
Presburger formulas [13]) is precisely the class of semilinear sets [6]. Lower and 
upper bounds on the computational time complexity for deciding equivalence of 
Presburger formulas are known. A nondeterministic lower bound of 2 2~ and a 
deterministic upper bound of 2 22dN (c and d are positive constanlls and N is the sum 
of the sizes of the formulas) follow directly from results in [4] and [12], respectively. 
In this paper, we give a counter machine characterization f Presburger relations. 
For this characterization, we can establish a sharper bound on the time complexity of 
its equivalence problem. This result is used to derive an upper bound on the 
complexity of deciding equivalence of semilinear sets. Our main results are the 
following: 
(a) The class of Presburger relations (functions) is exactly the class of relations 
(functions) computable by deterministic multicounter machines whose counters 
make at most a fixed number of reversals (Section 2). 
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(b) Equivalence of multicounter machines can be decided in deterministic time 
2 c(N/~~ (Section 3). In fact, the inequivalence problem is NP-complete (Section 
3). Inequivalence ofdeterministic finite-reversal 2-counter machines is NP-complete 
(Section 3). However, for 1-counter machines, the equivalence problem is solvable in 
deterministic polynomial time (Section 3). 
(c) Equivalence of semilinear sets can be decided in deterministic time 22~N2 
(Section 4). In fact, inequivalence can be decided in nondeterministic time 2 p(N) for 
some polynomial p. 
(d) Every Turing machine which constructs for any Presburger formula an 
equivalent multicounter machine (respectively, semilinear set) requires super- 
exponential (respectively, exponential) space in the size of the formula for infinitely 
many formulas. 
We begin by recalling the definitions of Presburger formulas, Presburger sets, 
semilinear sets, etc. (see e.g. [6]). 
Def in i t ion  1.1. Presburger formulas are defined inductively as follows: 
(a) ao+ZL1 alxi = bo+~7~ bixi is a Presburger formula for every integer n/> 1, 
variables x~ . . . . .  x,, and nonnegative integers ao, al . . . . .  a,,, bo, bl . . . . .  b,,. 
(b) If F1 andF2 are Presburger formulas, then so are their conjunction, F1 A F2 and 
their disjunction F1 v F2. 
(c) If F is a Presburger formula, then so is its negation -nF. 
(d) If x~ is a free variable in a Presburger formula F, then (3x~)F and (Vx~)F are 
Presburger formulas. 
(e) Only expressions derivable using rules (a)-(d) are Presburger formulas. 
A Presburger formula with n t> 1 free variables will be denoted by F(xt . . . . .  x,,). 
The size of a Presburger formula is the length of its representation. Throughout, N
will denote the set of natural numbers. 
Def in i t ion  1.2. (1) Let n >I 1. A subset S _ N" is a Presburger set or relation if there is 
a Presburger formula F(xl  . . . . .  x,,) such that S = {(ii . . . . .  i,,)lF(il . . . . .  i,,) is true}. 
(2) Let hi, n2~>1. A (possibly partial) function f :N" - -~N ''2 is a Presburger 
function if there is a Presburger formula F(xl  . . . . .  x,,~, y~ . . . . .  Y,,2) such that 
{(i~ . . . .  , i . , ,  j l  . . . . .  j,,~) [f(i~ . . . . .  i,,,) = (j~ . . . . .  /,,2)} = {(i~ . . . . .  i,,,, j~ . . . .  ,/,,2) I F  
(il . . . . .  i,,1, jl . . . . .  j,,:) is true}. 
Next, we give the definition of a semilinear set. 
Def in i t ion  1.3. A subset S _ N" is a linearset if there are vectors ao, o~1 . . . . .  a, in N" 
such that S = {ao+ klc~l +. . .  + kmt ]k, in N}. The size of the linear set is the sum of 
the lengths of the representations of ao, a l  . . . . .  a,. 
Def in i t ion  1.4. (1) Let n >t 1. A subset S_  N" is a semilinear set if it is a finite 
(possibly empty) union of linear sets. The size ofa semilinear set S is the sum of the 
sizes of the linear sets forming S. 
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(2) Let nl, n2 I> 1. A function lf: N"'---> N "2 is a semilinear function if there is a 
semilinear set S~ N "'+"2 such that S={(i l  . . . . .  i,,,, h . . . . .  j,2)lf(il . . . . .  i,,,)= 
(11 . . . .  , / -2 )} .  
The connection between Presburger relations and semilinear sets is given by'the 
following theorem of [6]. 
Theorem 1.1. Let n >t 1 ands  ~_ N ~. Then Sis a Presburger relation if and only if it is a 
semilinear set. The equivalence of the two representations is effective in that one can go 
from one representation to the other effectively. 
Corollary 1.1. Let nl, n2 >t I. A function f:  N ~' ~ N n2 is a Presburger function if and 
only if it is a semilinear function. Again, the equivalence of the two representations is 
effective. 
Let P be a random access machine (RAM) program which uses only the arithmetic 
operations of multiplication, division, addition and subtraction. Then P can be 
implemented on a multitape Turing machine whose time complexity (under the 
logarithmic ost criterion) is polynomial in the time complexity of the RAM program 
[14]. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, the time complexitities are for RAM 
programs using the logarithmic ost criterion. 
2. Machine characterization of Presburger formulas 
We consider counter machines with a finite-state control and n counters, each 
capable of storing any nonnegative integer. At the start of a computation, the counter 
machine is set to a specified initial state and a subset of the counters, called input 
counters, are initialized to some 'input values'. The remaining counters are set to 
zero. The input values are accepted by the device if the machine ventually halts. The 
inputs are said to be rejected if the device does not halt. A subset (possibly empty) of 
the counters are called output counters. The values in these counters if and when the 
machine halts are taken to be the output values. An atomic move consists of 
incrementing exactly one of the counters by +1 or -1  and changing the state of the 
finite-state control. In every computation a counter can alternately increase and 
decrease its value at most k times for some integer k. Thus, each counter makes at 
most k reversals. The device is deterministic n that it may have at most one choice of 
next move on a given configuration. Thus, a counter machine M can uniquely be 
described by a finite set of rules of the form [q, il . . . . .  in, dl . . . . .  d,, p], where q is the 
current state, il . . . .  , in are the counter modes (0 or ~ 0), da . . . . .  dn the changes in 
the values of the counters satisfying Idl[+"" .+[d,,[= 1, and p is the next state 
(Id;I = absolute value of dl). Since M is deterministic no two rules have the same first 
n + 1 coordinates. Let C(n, nl, nz, k) denote the class of n-counter machines with nl 
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input counters and n2 output counters such that each counter makes at most k 
reversals. The other counters are referred to as auxiliary counters. Note that some of 
the input counters can also be output counters. If M is a counter machine, then the 
size of M, denoted by SIZE(M),  is the length of the representation f M. 
Remark 2.1. Our multicounter machines are different from the usual language 
accepting counter machines (with input tapes) studied in several places in the 
literature. See e.g. [1, 7, 9]. Here, we are concerned with relations and functions over 
the natural numbers computable by these devices. 
Convention. In this paper, a counter machine will mean a machine in C(n, nl, n2, k) 
fo r  some n,  n l ,  n2  and k. 
Definition 2.1. Let M be a machine in C(n, n l ,  n2,  k), nl/> 1, nz~>0, k >/0. The 
relation or set accepted by M is the set SM = {(xl . . . . .  x,1) I each xi in N and M with its 
input counters et to xl . . . . .  x, 1 eventually halts}. If n2 I> 1, then the function defined 
by M is fM : N "~ ~ N "2, where for xl . . . . .  x,1 in N, fM (Xl . . . . .  X,1) = (Yl . . . . .  y,2) if M 
on input x~ . . . . .  x,~ eventually halts with yx . . . . .  Y,2 on its output counters; if M 
does not halt fM(Xl . . . . .  X,~) is undefined. A set S_  N "' (respectively, function 
f: N "1 ~ N "2) is a counter machine set (respectively, counter machine function ) if there 
is a machine M in C(n, nl, hE, k )  such that SM = S (respectively, fM =f) .  
The relationship between counter machines and Presburger sets is given by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let S ~ N". Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) S is a Presburger set. 
(2) S is a semilinear set. 
(3) S is a counter machine set. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is from Theorem 1.1. The proof that (2) 
implies (3) will be shown in Section 4. That (3) implies (2) follows from a result in [9] 
which shows that if a set of strings L~_a*l . . .  a* is accepted by a one-way 
multicounter machine M whose counters make at most a fixed number of reversals 
(note that M has a one-way input tape containing a string of the form a ~1 . . .  a ~', 
i i M each a i a distinct symbol), then the set S={( i l  . . . . .  i , ) ]a l l . . . a ,  in L} is a 
semilinear set effectively computable from M. 
For functions, we have 
Theorem 2.2. Let f be a function from N "1 to N "2. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) f is a Presburger function. 
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(2) f is a semilinear function. 
(3) f is a counter machine function. 
Proof.  We only have to show the equivalence of (2) and (3), by Corollary 1.1. 
(2) implies (3): First, suppose that Sr___N "'§ is a linear set whose associated 
function is f :  N "1 --~ N"L We shall construct a counter machine Mr defining f. Let 
S = {( i l  . . . . .  in , ) l ( i l  . . . . .  i, 1, in~+l . . . . .  i,1+,2) in S r for some il . . . . .  in~+,,2 in N}. Let 
Sr={c~) +y la~,+"  9.+y,o~', ]Yx . . . . .  y, in N}, where a~) . . . . .  o~ in N ~'+~ are the 
generators of St. Let ol~) = (ci . . . . .  c,,, c,,+1 . . . . .  c~+,~) and a~ =(ai l  . . . . .  ainu, 
ai(nl+l) . . . . .  ai(n,+n2)) for l<~i~m.  Define: ~0=(c l  . . . . .  c,~), fl0 = 
(Cn l+ l , . . . ,  Cn1+,,2), Oti =(a i l  . . . . .  ai,,l), [ J i=(aitnl+l) . . . . .  ai(nl+,,~)) fo r  l<~i<~t. 
Then S = {a0 + y~al +. 9 9 + ytott ] yl . . . . .  Yt in N}. M r has n l  input counters, n2 output 
counters, and some auxiliary counters. Mr operates as follows: given Xl . . . . .  X~l on 
its input counters Mr determines if small non-negative integers y~ . . . . .  y, exist such 
that (~0+y~otl+" . .+y ,a ,=(x l  . . . . .  x~). (See the construction in Section 4.) 
Assume that the values of y~ . . . . .  y, (if they exist) are stored in some auxiliary 
counters. Then Mr uses these values to calculate and store in the output counters the 
values 
Cnt+l  + y la l (n l+ l ) - I - "  9 9 d -y ta  t (n l+l )~ 9 9 9 ~ C t l l+r t  2 " J r -y la  l (n l+n2)  "]-" " " W yta t(nl+n2). 
The generalization of the construction for the case when S is a semilinear set is 
straightforward and is omitted. 
(3) implies (2): Now let [ :  N "' ~ N "~ be a counter machine function and M r be the 
machine defining f. Call the input counters of M r C~ . . . . .  C., and the output 
counters C~, . . . ,  C ' : .  We shall define a new machine M;  with n2 additional 
counters C'{ . . . . .  C" 2. The input counters of M;  are C1 . . . . .  C,,, C~ . . . . .  C" z. M;  
when given inputs x~ . . . . .  x,~, y~ . . . . .  y,~ in counters C1 . . . .  , C,,, C'{ . . . . .  C~:, 
simulates the computation of M r on inputs x~ . . . . .  x,,. Suppose M r halts during the 
simulation. Then M;  checks that the values in counters C~ . . . . .  C;,2 are the same as 
those in C~ . . . . .  C" 2 and halts. The result follows since the set accepted by M;  is a 
semilinear set by Theorem 2.1. 
3. Complexity of the equivalence problem for counter machines 
The time complexity for deciding the equivalence of Presburger formulas has a 
nondeterministic lower bound of 2 z~ [4]. On the other hand, it follows from the 
results in [12] that the problem is solvable in deterministic time 2 22~'~ (c and d are 
positive constants). In this section we shall derive sharper deterministic and 
nondeterministic time bounds for deciding equivalence of counter machines. 
We say that counter machines M~ and M2 are relationally equivalent if they accept 
the same relation. M1 and M2 are functionally equivalent if they define the same 
function. By convention we shall omit reference to the type of equivalence when a 
result holds for both the relational and functional types. 
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Notation. If M is a counter machine, then Q, n, k and N will denote the number of 
states, the number  of counters, the bound on the number of counter eversals and the 
size of M, respectively. For convenience, when 2 machines M1 and M2 are being 
considered, then Q, n, k and N will denote the sum of the number  of states, the sum 
of the number of counters, the sum of the bounds on the number  of counter eversals 
and the sum of the sizes of M1 and M2, respectively. We assume that Q >~ k. 
Let M be a counter machine in C(n, n l ,  n2 ,  k). Consider a computation of M. At 
any given instant of the computation, let V~ be the value in the ith counter of M and 
Ri be the number of reversals counter i made so far. Let the status of counter i be 
defined by 
[3 [89 + 1)], 
A, = ~3 [89 + 1)] + 1, 
[3 L89 + 1)J - 1, 
The counter status 
if V~=0, 
if V,. > 0 and R; is even, 
if V~ > 0 and R~ is odd. 
vector (CSV, for short) is defined to be an n-tuple, a = 
[A1 , . . . ,  A~]. Thus at any given instant of the computation the CSV is defined by the 
statuses of the counters at that instant. Moveover,  during the computation the status 
of each of the counters cannot decrease. Therefore, the computation can go thru at 
most (3 [89 + 1)J + 1) distinct CSV's. 
Now suppose that during the computation M goes thru the following sequence of 
changes in CSV's: a l  . . . . .  at(t>~ 1), where CSV al is first encountered in state pi, 
1 ~< i ~< t. We describe the computational behavior of M when M starts in CSV ag 
with state q l (=p l )  till it enters a new CSV, o~,.+x, with state pg§ (Recall that M is 
deterministic. Therefore M in any state q and any CSV a has at most one choice of 
next move. On each move M changes the value in exactly one counter by +1 or -1 . )  
Let the increment by d (+1 or -1 )  in the ruth counter of M be the cause of the change 
in CSV from a,- to oe~+~ and let ql, q2 . . . . .  qw be the longest sequence of states 
satisfying: 
(i) no state appears more than twice, 
(ii) M in state qt and CSV a~ moves to state qt+~, 1 <~ l < w, and no counter makes a 
reversal when moving from state qt to state q/+l, 1 ~ l < w - 1, while in CSV ai. 
Then we distinguish between the following cases in the computational behavior of 
M:  
(a) The state Pi+x does not appear in the sequence q~ . . . . .  qw. Thus M cannot 
reach state pg+~ when starting from state pg with CSV or,-. 
(b) The state p,.+l(=q,) appears only once in the sequence q~ . . . . .  qw (see 
Fig. 3.1 (a)) but the transition from state q,_~ (while in CSV ai) does not involve 
changing counter m by d. Thus M cannot reach CSV a~+~ with state p;+a when 
starting with state p,.. 
(c) The state pi+x(=q,) appears only once in the sequence qx . . . . .  qw (see Fig. 
3.1(a)) and the transition from state q,_~ involves changing counter m by d. 
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(e) 
and d 
(d) The state p~+~(=q,=qs+l, r <s + 1) appears twice in the sequence ql . . . . .  qw 
and d < 0. Therefore when M enters state p~ with CSV a,. it may go thru some 
(distinct) states q~ . . . . .  q, and then cycle thru some (distinct) states q . . . . . .  q, (see 
Fig. 3.1(b)). Here we distinguish between the following subcases: 
(i) The move from state qr-1 to state q, and the move from state qs to state q, 
do not involve changing the ruth counter by d. Thus M cannot reach CSV ~,§ 
with state p,§ when starting from CSV oti with state p~. 
(ii) The moves from q,-i and from qs involve changing counter m by d. 
(iii) The move from qr-i involves changing counter m by d while in moving 
from q~ the mth counter is not changed by d. 
(iv) The move from q, involves changing counter m by d without the counter 
making a reversal. However, moving from qr_l does not involve changing 
counter m by d. 
(v) The move from q, involves changing counter m by d with the counter 
making a reversal. However, moving from q,-x does not involve changing 
counter m by d. 
The state p~+~(=q,=q~+l, r<s  + 1) appears twice in the sequence ql . . . . .  qw 
> 0 (see Fig. 3.1(c)). We distinguish ere between the following subcases: 
(i) The move from state q,_~ to state q, and the move from state qs to state q,+l 
do not involve changing counter m by d. Thus M cannot reach CSV ~§ with 
state Pi+~ when starting from CSV a~ with state p~. 
(ii) The move from qr-s involves changing counter m by d. 
(iii) The move from q~ involves changing counter m by d while moving from 
q,_~ does not involve such a change. 
(a) 
@@-@ 
(b) 
- - -  9 = Pi+l ~i+1 
Fig. 3.1. Computational  behavior of M when it starts from state Pi and CSV oti till it enters a new CSV 
~i+1 with the state Pi~-l. 
We are now ready to prove the following important lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Let M be in C(n, nl, n2,  k ). Then M halts for some input if and only if it 
halts for some input (x l , . . . ,  xn~) with each xi<-2 "~"k~ where c is some positive 
constant. 
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Proof. The proof involves constructing a set of systems of linear Diophantine 
equations. The construction is such that M halts for some input if and only if the set is 
not empty and at least one of the systems has a solution over the non-negative 
integers. Moreover,  whenever a solution exists to the system, nl distinguished 
variables (which correspond to the input counters) contain the input values that will 
cause M to halt. By [8] (see also [2]), a system of linear Diophantine quations has a 
solution over the nonnegative integers if and only if it has a nonnegative integral 
solution in which each variable has value~<3rn~ 2, where m is the number of 
variables in the system and ~ the maximum of the absolute values of all sub- 
determinants of the augumented matrix 1 formed by the system. Thus, it is sufficient 
to show that in each of the systems of linear equations, the coefficients are 0, +1, or 
-1  and there are at most O(nkQ)  equations with no more than 3 variables per 
equation. Then ~F <-2 cl'k~ where cl is some constant. The construction of the 
system of linear equations is described below. 
For every choice of t distinct CSV's that M can possibly be in : c~1 . . . . .  a, (t I> 1) 
and every choice of t (not necessary distinct) states: pl . . . . .  p, an attempt is made to 
construct a new system. The system is successfully constructed if and only if there is a 
computation in which M goes thru the following sequence of changes in CSV: 
oq . . . . .  at, where CSV txl is first encountered in state pi, 1 ~< i ~< t. The following 
algorithm builds the system by systematically adding new equations (the new 
equations describe the progress in the computation): 
Step 1. If the initial (respectively, final) configuration of M cannot be in state pl and 
CSV ~1 (respectively, in state p, and CSV a,) then the construction is terminated 
unsuccessfully. 
Step 2. Construct a new system of linear equations. For each ] = 1 . . . . .  n the system 
contains an equation of the form v~. = 0 or of the form v i = u i+ 1, depending on 
whether counter ] needs to be zero or positive, respectively, when M is in CSV al .  
Let v~ . . . . .  v, be the active variables initially. (At each instant of the simulation, the 
solutions to the system constructed so far give in the active variables the possible 
values in the corresponding counters of M.) 
Step 3. Set i to 1. 
Step 4. So far the system constructed has a solution over the nonnegative integers if 
and only if there exists a computation i which M goes thru the following sequence of 
changes in CSV's: a l  . . . . .  a;, where each CSV ah is first entered in state Ph, 1 ~< h ~< i. 
Each solution to the system gives in the active variables the possible values in the 
corresponding counters of M, at the instant CSV ai is first entered. In this step of the 
algorithm, the system is augmented by new equations that describe the computation 
of M starting in CSV o~ and state q~(=p,.) till it enters a new CSV, a,-+~, with state p~+l. 
i Let D~ = 6 be a system of linear Diophantine quations, where D is a matrix of integer constants, 
= (zl . . . . .  zm) is a column vector of m variables and bis a column vector of integer constants. Then the 
augmented matrix formed by the system is defined to be the matrix obtained by augmenting D with 
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(If no such computation is possible then the construction is terminated unsuccess- 
fully.) Therefore the augmented system has a solution over the nonnegative integers 
if and only if a computation exists that goes thru the following changes in CSV's: 
c~i . . . .  , o~+1, each ah being first encountered in state Ph, 1 ~ h <~ i + 1. The compu- 
tational behavior of M when M starts in CSV oLi with state q~(=p~) till it enters anew 
CSV, ai+x, with state p~+l, is as described before the statement of the lemma. 
The equations describing the computational behavior of M are determined as 
follows: 
(1) If the computational behavior corresponds to case (a), (b), (d(i)) or (e(i)), then 
introduce no new equations and terminate the unsuccessful construction. 
I t  I I I  (2) For each l = 1 . . . .  , r -1  introduce either the equation vj = vr + 1 or vr = 
v~ - 1 simulating, respectively, the increase or decrease in the value of the counter, 
say j, that changes during the move from state qt. v~ is the active variable cor- 
responding to counter ] and vi: is a new variable, which replaces v~ as the active 
variable (corresponding to counter ]). Also introduce the equation of: = 0 or the 
equation vj.' = u r + 1 depending on whether counter ] has to have a 0 or positive 
value, respectively, when in CSV o~ (u r is a new variable), where: 
(a) a =a i  if l<r -1 .  
(b) a = a~. if l = r - 1 and the computational behavior of M corresponds to one 
of the following cases: (d(iv)), (d(v)) or (e(iii)). 
(c) a = a~§ if l = r -  1 and the computational behavior corresponds to one of 
the following cases: (c), (d(iii)), or (e(ii)). 
(d) If l = r -1  and the computational behavior of M corresponds to case 
(d(ii)), then do not introduce the equation. 
(3) If the computational behavior of M corresponds to case (e(iii)) or to case 
(d(v)), then for each ! = r . . . . .  s introduce either the equation v~ = v~. + 1 or the 
equation v~ = v~ - 1 depending on whether an increase or a decrease in the value of 
the counter, say j, occurs on the move from state qt. v~ is the active variable 
corresponding to counter j and v~' is a new variable which replaces v~ as the active 
variable (corresponding to counter ]). Also introduce the equation v l  = 0 or the 
equation v[ = u~.+ 1 depending on whether counter/" needs to be 0 or positive, 
respectively, when in CSV ot (ur is a new variable), where: 
(a) a = eel if l < s. 
(b) a=a i+ l i f l=s .  
(4) Skip (5) and (6) if the computational behavior of M does not correspond to 
case (d(ii)) or case (d(iv)). 
(5) Let y be a new variable whose purpose is to count the number of times M 
cycles thru the states q . . . . . .  qs and let dr be the absolute value of the change in 
counter/ '  during a single iteration of the cycle. Then corresponding to each counter ] 
(1) (0) _ (d i) for which d r~0 int roducethed  r equations v i = v ~ -1- y . . . .  , v r = v JaJ-1) + y or 
(1) __ (0) (d i) (d i - l )  the d r equations v~- -v  r -y  . . . . .  v i = v r -y  simulating, respectively, the 
to) total increase or decrease in counter j during the y iterations of the cycle, v r is 
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active variable corresponding to counter ] and vl)~,. . . ,  vl .a) are new variables, 
where v~ di) replaces v~ ~ as the active variable (corresponding to counter ]). Now 
recall that none of the counters can alternately increase and decrease during the 
cycle. Thus ~,id i = s - r+ 1. Also, introduce either the equation v~ d)= 0 or the 
equation v~ d) = uj + 1, depending on whether counter]  is to be zero or positive when 
CSV ~i+~ is entered, v~ a) is the active variable corresponding to counter ] and u i is a 
new variable. 
Step 5. Repeat Step 4 for i = 2 . . . . .  t -  1. 
The algorithm introduces only equations in which the coefficients are 0, +1 or -1 .  
In Step 2, n equations are introduced to check whether the initial conditions hold for 
the simulated machine. Each time Step 4 is employed, equations are introduced to 
simulate the computation between 2 consecutive changes in CSV's. Such a compu- 
tation uses some subset of states from a sequence q~ . . . . .  q,~, where w ~<2Q. 
Corresponding toeach of the states used at most 2 (new) equations were introduced. 
Thus, the total number of new equations introduced each time Step 4 was encoun- 
tered does not exceed the value 4Q. Moreover, Step 4 can be entered at most 
t~< (3 /89 + l)] + l )n  times. Therefore, a system has at most 2n+ 
4Q 9 (3 [89 + 1)J + 1)n <~ O(nkQ) equations each in at most three variables. Thus we 
have the desired properties for the systems of linear equations simulating the 
possible computations of M. 
Construction. Given a machine M in C(n, nl, n2, k), modify M to obtain a new 
machine M'  as follows (qloop is a new state): For each rule [q, il . . . .  ,L,, 
d~ . . . . .  dn, p] of M, determine if M when started in state q and counter modes 
ix . . . . .  in goes into an infinite loop, i.e. M makes at most nQ moves without 
decreasing a counter. If so, replace the rule by the rule [q, i~ . . . . .  in, dl . . . . .  d,, 
qtoop]; otherwise, retain the rule. Clearly, M' has the following properties: 
(a) M '  is equivalent to M on inputs for which M halts. 
(b) M '  halts in the state q~oop if and only if M does not halt. 
(c) O(SIZE(M'))  = O(SIZE(M)) 
Theorem 3.1. The (relational, functional) equivalence of counter machines can be 
decided in 2 cn2kO time, where c is a positive constant. 
Proof. Suppose we are given machines M1 and M2 in C(n', nl, n'2, k') and C(n", nl, 
n~, k"), respectively. Apply the construction above to obtain M~ and M~. A counter 
machine M in C(n '+n"+nl ,  nl, 0, k '+  k") is constructed to work as follows. When 
given the input values, M will simulate the computations of M~ and M~ on this 
input, using n' and n" counters, respectively. The simulation takes place after the 
input values are copied into nl distinguished counters used as input counters in 
simulating M~, as well as into nl distinguished counters used as input counters in 
simulating M~. M halts if and only if one of the machines halts in the state qJoop, and 
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the other halts in a state different from qtoop. (Note that by construction, M]  and M~ 
always halt.) For functional equivalence, M also halts if both M~ and M& halt in 
states different from q~oop but produce distinct output values. Therefore, the problem 
of deciding the equivalence of M1 and M2 is reduced to the problem of deciding 
whether there is no input for which M will halt. Obviously M can be constructed 
from M1 and M2 in O(SIZE(M1) + SIZE(M2)) time. 
By Lemma 3.1 M halts on some input if and only if it does so on an input 
(xl . . . . .  x,,) such that xi ~2 c'nk~ where n = n'+n"+nl.  Hence, one need only try 
(2c'"kO+ 1) "1 distinct inputs. For any input (Xl . . . . .  x,11) each of the counters can 
store a value no greater than 0(2  "-1 max{xi}). This is because: 
(a) on each move the value in exactly one of the counters is changed by +1 or -1 ,  
and 
(b) M can make at most a finite number (i.e. <(n + 1)Q) of consecutive moves 
without decreasing a counter. 
Thus, O(n2 "-1 max{xi}) time is sufficient o determine whether M halts for such 
given input. Combining the bounds, we have (2q~kO+l) ~'' O(n2 "-1 max{xi})~ < 
2 ~"l"k~ as an upper bound on the time to decide whether M halts for some input (c is 
some constant). 
Corollary 3.1. Equivalence of counter machines i decidable in 2 ccN/l~ N), time, where 
c is some constant. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, the equivalence problem is decidable in 2 cl":k~ time where 
Cl is some constant. Thus it is sufficient o show that n2kQ <~ c2(N/log N)  4 for some 
constant c2. We distinguish between 3 cases: 
Case 1. k 2 <~ N: Then n2kQ <~ N3x/N<~ c3(N/log N) 4 for some constant c3. 
Case 2. n 2 <~ N: Then n2 kQ <~ N 3 <~ c4(N/log N) 4 for some constant c4. 
Case 3. k2>N and n2>N:  Now, O(N)>~max{nlogn, Q logQ} and Q>-k. 
Therefore, n2kQ (log z n log k log Q)<<-csN 4 or n2kQ <<-csNa/(log 2 n log k log Q). 
Hence, n2kQ <~ c6(N/log N) 4. (c5 and c6 are some constants.) 
The proof of Corollary 3.2 is similar to the one given for Corollary 3.1. 
Corollary 3.2. Let m be a fixed positive integer. Equivalence of counter machines with 
at most m input counters is decidable in 2 c(N/l~ N)~ time, where c is some constant. 
It is very unlikely that equivalence of counter machines can be decided in 
deterministic polynomial time. In support of this remark, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. The equivalence problem for counter machines can be decided in 
deterministic polynomial time if and only if P = NP. [P (NP) is the class of all languages 
accepted by deterministic (nondeterministic) Turing machines in polynomial time.] 
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Proof. This is a corollary to Theorem 3.3 below. 
Before stating Theorem 3.3 we show that the nonemptiness problem for counter 
machines (i.e. the problem of deciding whether a counter machine halts for some 
input) is NP-complete. (See [3, 10] for a definition of an NP-complete problem.) 
First, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. We can effectively construct a deterministic multitape Turing machine T
with 2 distinguished states, qhait and qloop, having the following properties: 
(a) T, when given the representations ofa counter machine M in C(n, nl, n2, k) and 
input (xl . . . . .  x,l), halts in state qha~t (qloop) if M halts (does not halt) on input 
( x l . . . .  , x,~). Moreover, M and Tproduce the same outputs for inputs in which M halts. 
(b) The computation time of T is polynomial in SIZE(M) + log(x1 +. 9 + x,,). 
Proof. T uses the description of M to simulate M's  computation on input 
(x l , . . . ,  xnl). A storage tape is used to store and update the values of the counters of 
M. We describe T's simulation of the computation of M between changes in CSV's. 
Assume that at some point, M is in CSV a and T has simulated the computation ofM 
up to that point. Then T simulates the computation ofM step by step until one of the 
following disjoint cases arises: 
Case 1. M halts before the CSV changes. In this case, T writes the values of the 
output counters on its output ape and halts in state qhalt. 
Case 2. A change in CSV from ot to a '  occurs before a state is repeated. In this case, 
T goes on to simulate M starting in CSV a'.  
Case 3. M enters a cycle (i.e. a state is repeated) and no counter decreases during the 
cycle. (Thus, M is in an infinite loop.) In this case T halts in state qloop. 
Case 4. M enters a cycle in which at least one counter decreases during the cycle. In 
this case M determines 
(i) for each counter the net change in counter value/cycle, 
(ii) the counter which becomes zero first and 
(iii) the number of complete cycles and possibly the tail of the cycle needed to 
change the CSV. 
With this information, T can determine and update its representation of the 
configuration of M corresponding to the next CSV, say a'.  Moreover, it is clear that 
the updating process takes polynomial (in SIZE(M)+log(x~ +. 9 9 + xn~)) time. 
The result now follows from Cases 1-4 and the fact that there are at most 
(3 [~(k + 1)J + 1)n CSV changes in any halting computation of M. 
Lemma 3.3. The nonemptiness problem for counter machines i  NP-complete. 
Proof. (a) Given a counter machine M in C(n, nl, n2, k), to determine whether 
there is an input (xt . . . . .  xnl) for which M halts, we need only consider inputs such 
that each xi ~< 2 cnk~ where c is some constant (Lemma 3.1). Hence, we can construct 
a nondeterministic Turing machine which guesses an input (xl . . . . .  x,,1) and deter- 
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mines if M halts on this input as in Lemma 3.2. Therefore, the nonemptiness 
problem is in NP. 
(b) The satisfiability problem [10] is used to show that the nonemptiness problem 
is NP-hard. We outline the construction of a counter machine from a B6olean 
formula such that the machine halts for some input if and only if the formula is 
satisfiable. Consider aformula in nx variables given in conjunctive normal form (i.e. 
as a product of m sums of literals, where a literal is either a variable or its negation). 
The counter machine will have n~ input counters and m auxiliary counters. For a 
given input, the machine computes into the ith auxiliary counter the ith sum of 
literals, 1 ~< i ~< m. Then the machine halts for the given input if and only if all the 
auxiliary counters are nonzero. Obviously, the construction can be carried out in 
linear time in the size of the formula. Hence, if the nonemptiness problem is solvable 
in deterministic polynomial time, then the satistiability problem can be solved in 
deterministic polynomial time. 
Using Lemma 3.3 we get the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. The inequivalence problem for counter machines is NP-complete. 
Proof. The proof consists of showing that the nonemptiness problem is polynomial 
time reducible to the inequivalence problem and vice-versa. 
The nonemptiness problem is easily reduced to the inequivalence problem. One 
constructs a counter machine, M', that halts for no input. Then a given counter 
machine M halts on some input if and only if M and M' are inequivalent. 
In showing the other direction we distinguish between 2 cases: 
Case 1. Relational type of inequivalence: Two counter machines M1 and M2 are 
relationally inequivalent if and only if S = (SM, nS~2) w(S~ 1 nSM2) ~ 0. (S~t, is the 
complement of SM,.) Clearly, we can construct counter machine M (in polynomial 
time) such that SM = S. It follows that the inequivalence problem is polynomial time 
reducible to the nonemptiness problem. 
Case 2. Functional type of inequivalence : The problem of deciding the relational 
type of inequivalence can easily be transformed (in linear tin~e) to the problem of 
deciding the functional type of inequivalence. This is accomplished by adding a new 
counter to each of the machines being considered. The additional counter is then 
taken to be the only output counter and is to be unchanged during the computation. 
The transformation in the other direction can also be done in linear time. Now the 
transformation involves constructing new counter machines M~ and M~ from the 
machines being considered, say M1 and M2. We describe the construction of M~ 
from M1. (The construction ofM-~ is similar.) Assume that M~ is in C(n, nl, n2, k). 
Then M~ is constructed to be in C(n +n2, nl+n2, O, k) and works as follows. M~ 
when given input (x l , . . . ,  x,~, y~ . . . . .  Y,,2) simulates the computation of M1 on 
(xl . . . . .  x,1). During the simulation M~ leaves unchanged the counters holding 
(y~ . . . . .  y,2). M~ halts if and only if MI halts and the output values produced by M1 
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agree with the values tored in the counters holding (y~ . . . . .  Y,,2). The construction of
M~ clearly takes O(SIZE(M1)) time. Moreover, Mt and M2 are functionally 
equivalent if and only if M[ and M~ are relationally equivalent. 
The next result shows that Lemma 3.3 already applies to 2-counter machines. 
Theorem 3.4. Let C(2) = {M l M in C(2, 1, 1, k) for some k }. (Thus C(2) is the class of 
finite-reversal 2-counter machines with 1 input counter and 1 output counter.) The 
nonemptiness problem for C(2) is NP-complete. 
Proof. We need only prove NP-hardness by Lemma 3.3. The proof uses a technique 
in [5]. Let D = D1 ^ " 9 9 ^  D,, be a Boolean formula in conjunctive normal form over 
the t variables: xl . . . . .  xt. Each D; is a disjunction of literals. We describe the 
construction ofa machine M in C(2) which halts for at least one input if and only i fD 
is satisfiable. 
Let px . . . . .  p, be the first t prime numbers. Let A be a nonnegative integer input to 
M. M checks whether the formula D is satisfied by the assignment 
0, if A modpi =0, 
x, = where 1 ~< i ~< t. 
1, otherwise, 
M halts if and only if the formula is satisfied. Two counters are needed in order that 
the input A can be preserved (i.e. copied to the other counter) while being tested for 
divisibility by pi. By the Prime Number Theorem, Z'i=l P; < t3. It follows that the size 
of M is a polynomial in size of the formula. Also, it is clear that the construction ofM 
takes polynomial time. Hence, the nonemptiness problem for machines in C(2) is 
NP-hard. 
Consider now the class K(1)= {M IM is a 1-counter machine in which the input 
counter is also the output counter, and the counter is unrestricted}. We shall show 
that equivalence of machines in this class is decidable in polynomial time. We will 
need the following lemmas whose proofs are straightforward. 
Lemma 3.4. Let M be in K(1). We can construct (in polynomial time) another machine 
M' in C(1) such that 
fM, (x)=~f~(x)+l ,  iffM(x) isdefined, 
(0, g fM(x) is undefined. 
(Thus, M' halts for all inputs.) Moreover, the size of M' is polynomial in the size of M. 
Lemma 3.5. Let M be in K(1). Assume that M halts for all inputs. We can construct 
(in polynomial time) another machine M' in K(1) with the following properties: 
(a) f M' = fM. 
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(b) Let Q be the number of states of M'. The behavior of M' when given an input x is 
described by the following cases: 
Case 1. M' with input x first monotonically decreases its counter value by a unique 
constant O<~c < Q without the counter becoming zero, and then monotonically 
increases its counter value by a unique constant 0<~ d < Q and halts. Thus, when M' 
halts, the counter value is x + d - c. 
Case 2. M' with input x monotonically decreases its counter value until it becomes O. 
The computation continues but eventually halts in less than Q steps. 
Moreover, the size of M' is polynomial in the size of M. 
We can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. The equivalence of machines in K(1) is decidable in deterministic 
polynomial time. 
Proof. Clearly, it is sufficient to prove the case of functional equivalence. We 
describe an algorithm to determine for arbitrary machines A?/1 and A?/2 in K(1) 
whether or not they are equivalent. 
Step 1. Construct from ~/1 and A~/'2 machines M1 and M2 satisfying Lemmas 3.4 and 
3.5. Then A?/1 and h?/2 are equivalent if and only if M1 and _h/I2 are equivalent. Let Q1 
and Q2 be the number of states of M1 and M2, respectively, and Q = max{Q1, Q2}. 
Step 2. Check if M1 and M2 have the same behavior on all inputs less than Q. If they 
agree on all inputs less than Q, proceed to the next step; otherwise, they are 
inequivalent - stop. 
Step 3. For i = 1, 2, determine which of the 2 cases of Lemma 3.5 holds for Mi on 
input x0 = Q. 
(a) If the first case holds, then we can find a unique constant -Q i  <ci  < Q,- such 
that the fM,(x) = x +cg for all x t> Q. 
(b) If the second case holds, then we can find the smallest k~ < Qi and unique 
constants a 0 , . . . ,  a k,-1 such that fM, (Q + mki +/) = a~ for m ~ and 0 ~</< k~. 
Now it is easy to determine (by cases) if M1 and M2 are equivalent for all inputs 
x/> Q. It is straightforward toverify that the algorithm takes time polynomial in the 
sum of the sizes of the machines. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. show that counter machines realize precisely the relations 
and functions definable by Presburger formulas. A lower bound on the space 
complexity of any Turing machine which constructs counter machine realizations of 
Presburger formulas is given by the next theorem. The proof follows from Theorem 
3.3, the fact that NP-time is contained in deterministic polynomial space [14], and 
the following known result [4]: There is a constant c > 0 such that if T is a Turing 
machine which decides equivalence of Presburger formulas, then for every integer 
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k > 0 there are formulas F1 and F2 with N = SIZE(F1) + SIZE(F2) ~> k for which T 
requires more than 2 2~ space. 
Theorem 3.6. There is a constant c > 0 such that if T is a Turing machine which 
constructs counter machine realizations of Presburger formulas, then for every integer 
k > 0 there is a formula of size N >i k for which T requires more than 2 2oN space in the 
construction. 
4. Complexity of the equivalence problem for semilinear sets 
The major portion of this section is devoted to proving Lemma 4.1. The other 
results in the section follow directly from the lemma and the results of Section 3. 
Lemma 4.1 shows that every linear set is a counter.machine s t and an algorithm to 
construct the corresponding counter machine from the generators of the linear set is 
given. The time complexity of the algorithm is also derived. The proof of Lemma 4.1 
is based on the following theorem of [8] and on an algorithm previously described in 
[7]. (See also [11].) 
Theorem 4.1. Let A ~ = bbe a system of linear equations, where A & an m • t integral 
matrix, y = (Yl . . . .  , y,), and 6= (bl . . . . .  bin) is an integral vector. Let r<~ m be the 
rank of A.  Denote by g/the maximum of the absolute values of all r x r subdeterminants 
of A.  f i  the system has a nonnegative integral solution, then it also has a nonnegative 
integral solution (~l . . . . .  ~,) such that for some set of indices L = {ll . . . . .  l,} ~_ 
{1 . . . . .  t}, )~k < g/for each k sg L. Moreover, the submatrix formed by columns ll . . . . .  lr 
of A is nonsingular (i.e. it has rank r). 
Lemma 4.1. Let ao . . . . .  or, in N m be the generators of a linear set S. Then a counter 
machine M in C(n, m, O, 1) can be constructed such that SM = S, where SM is the set 
accepted by M and n is some positive integer, f iN i s  the size of the representation f the 
generators of S, then Mcan be constructed (by a Turing machine) in 2 ctn time, where c 
is some constant. 
Proof. A given fl in N m is in S if and only if there is a nonnegative integral solution 
(in Yl . . . . .  yt) to the system 
a0+ot ly l+.  9 .+ottyt=/3. (1) 
Using Theorem 4.1 we can construct a machine M in C(n, m, O, 1) which halts on 
input/3 in N m if and only if the system (1) has a solution over the nonnegative 
integers. The following algorithm determines whether the system has a nonnegative 
integral solution. 
Step 1. For i = 1 . . . . .  m compute bi, where bi = the difference between the ith 
component of/3 and the ith component of ao. Let ai# be the ith component of a s. 
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Then (1) can be rewritten as 
~ aiiYi = bi, i = 1, 2 . . . .  , m. (2) 
i=1  
Step 2. Diagonalize the system of equations. By interchanging equations, if neces- 
sary, let the first r <~ m equations be the largest set of independent equations. Thus, 
(2) can be written as: 
~ aiiYi = bi, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  r, (3) 
j=l 
~ a0.y ~.=b~, i=r+l  . . . . .  m. (4) 
i=1  
Let B be the matrix formed by the coefficients aii in (3). 
Step 3. Choose a new set of indices L = {l~ . . . .  , l,}_{1, 2 . . . . .  t}. If no new set 
exists, then there is no nonnegative integral solution to (2), stop. 
Step 4. Determine the determinant A of the submatrix D of B formed by the 
columns in L. If A = 0, go back to Step 3. 
Step 5. Determine if for some integral values 0 ~< )~k < for the variables Yk, k ~ L, 
the following system of equations (derived from (3)) 
ai iYi=bi-  Z aik~k, i=1 ,2  . . . . .  r (5) 
j~L k.gL 
yields nonnegative integral values )~j- for the variables y/, ] ~ L (using Cramer's rule). 
If the answer is no, go back to Step 3. 
Step 6. Check if the equations in (4) are consistent with the values )~1 . . . . .  )~t. If they 
are, )~1,..., ~, form a nonnegative integral solution to the original system (2); 
otherwise, no nonnegative integral solution exists. Stop. 
Note that a system of the form (5) has the solutions: 9tj = di/d (not necessarily over 
r ' " ~" 9 9 I+ /  I I A 
the nonnegatwe integers), l i~L,  where d i =~i=1 (-1) 8iibi, bi =bi--Zk~L aikYk 
and 8ii = determinant of Di i, Dii is the submatrix formed from D by deleting the ith 
row and jth column. 
We now describe the construction of M and determine the time complexity of the 
construction on a random access machine under the logarithmic cost criterion. M will 
halt for a given input/3 in N" if and only if the system (1) has a nonnegative integral 
solution. The construction of M is as follows: 
(a) Determine the rank r and the choice of the corresponding set of independent 
equations for the system (1). We may use the Gaussian elimination method for this 
purpose. This method takes at most c~(m + t) 3 time under the uniform cost criterion, 
where the only operations involved are multiplication, addition and subtraction (cl is 
some constant). Obviously these operations are on values ~a c~('~+')~, where a = 
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max{a~j l a~j --- the ith component of aj}. Thus r and the set of independent equations 
can be obtained in time [c~(m +t) 3 log a]~2~cs(tma)  ~"under the logarithmic ost 
criterion for some positive constants c2, c3 and c4. 
(b) Build the set 12 ={(L, it, wl . . . . .  wm)lL ={lb 9 9  9  t}, 
11 < 12 <" 9 9 < lr. A = the determinant corresponding toL, defined as in Step 4 of the 
algorithm described before. Let 0 ~< )~k < I A 1, k~L,  be some choice of values. Then 
w~ = Y.k~L aik~k, 1 ~ i <~ m}. Note that there are no more than 2' choices of L. To each 
choice of L corresponds a determinant A. The determinant can be computed in O(r 3) 
time under the uniform cost criterion and hence in O((ra) ~) time under the 
logarithmic cost criterion, where c5 is some constant. Corresponding to each 
determinant d there are possible substitutions for the variables Yk, kgL  (see 
Step 5 of the algorithm described before). Each such substitution defines a vector 
(wl . . . . .  w,,) where wi = ~kgL aik~k, 1 ~ i <~ m, and the vector can be computed in 
O(m ( ( t -  r) max (log aik ) max(log )~k))) ~< O(mt log a loglzl[) 
ksgL k.~L 
time under the logarithmic ost criterion. Clearly, the elements in 12 correspond to 
possible systems of the form (5), considered in Step 5 of the algorithm described 
before. 
2 qr , where qZ=max{lAllfor some L, w l , . .  win, The cardinality of 12 is~<t ,-, . ,  
(L,A, Wl . . . . .  w,,) is in 12}. Hence, the set 12 can be constructed in time ~< 
(rr~ta 2'~'- ')c6 under the logarithmic ost criterion, where c6 is some constant. 
(c) Build the set A={(X,  81~ . . . . .  8rr) lX=(L,a, wl . . . . .  w,n) is in 12; 8,-i is the 
determinant of Dii, Dii is the submatrix formed from the matrix D (which cor- 
responds to the choice of L) by deleting the ith row and/'th column}. Note that the 
cardinality of A is the same as that of 12 i.e., ~<2'g t '- ' .  Also, each of the sub- 
determinants 8ii can be constructed in O((ra) ~) time and therefore, A can be 
constructed in (ra 2'gr'- ') ~ time under the logarithmic cost criterion, where c7 and c8 
are some constants. 
(d) Construct M so that for a given input it starts the computation by simulating 
Step 1 (of the algorithm previously described), i.e., M starts off by subtracting from 
the ith counter, 1<~ i ~< m, the ith component of ao. Each such subtraction requires at 
most O(v) states, where v =max{components of a0}. Hence, O(mv)  states are 
sufficient to simulate Step 1, and this portion of M can be constructed in O(rnv) time 
under the logarithmic ost criterion. 
(e) Construct into M an algorithm to inspect all the possible systems obtained 
from (1) and having the form (5). If none of these systems has a solution over the 
nonnegative integers, then M enters an infinite loop; otherwise itgoes on to simulate 
Step 6 of the algorithm described before. Corresponding to 
each of the systems to be inspected (i.e., corresponding to each tuple 
(L, ,5, wl . . . . .  w,,, 811 . . . . .  8,,) in A) the finite control of M is constructed to have: 
(1) an algorithm to compute b~ . . . . .  b', into r counters of M. The finite control 
needs O(wi) states to compute b~ and hence O(~7= 1w~) states to compute 
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b ~ . . . . .  b'r. The construction has time complexity 
O(  i ~= 1wl) <~ O(r  max k~L aikYk) <~ O(r(t-r)aldl)<~ O(t2alAI) 
under the logarithmic ost criterion. 
(2) an algorithm to compute the di's into r counters of M. O(~=1 8ii) states are 
needed to compute each d i. Hence, the total number of states to compute 
d~ . . . . .  dr is no greater than O(T.~j=I 8ii) and the time required for ~onstructing 
this portion of M is <~ O(Xir, j=l ~ij) ~ O( r2 maxij{8ii}) ~< O(r2~ p') when using the 
logarithmic ost criterion. 
(3) an algorithm to find the solution ~l~ = di/A, lj E L. O(rlAI) states are required 
to compute ~t , , . . . ,  ~t~ and O(r]zll) time is sufficient for the construction, when 
using the logarithmic ost criterion. 
(4) An algorithm to simulate Step 6 (of the algorithm described before) is 
constructed into M. Checking the last m - r equations in (4) for consistency can be 
o l  
carried out by using O(~.i=r+ 1~i~L(aii + Wi)) states and the construction of this 
portion of M can be done in 
) 0 F~ (aii+wl  <~O(mtmax{ai~+wl})<~O(mt2ag ~) 
i 1 iEL  
time, under the logarithmic ost criterion. 
Combining these complexities together we see that M can be constructed in 
(rmtav2'~-~) % time under the logarithmic cost criterion on a random access 
machine. Thus, M can be constructed on a multitape Turing machine in 
(rmtav2'~'-~) '~ time (see, e.g., [14]). (c9 and c10 are some constants.) Now, 
log ~ ~< log(r! max{ailil a i2J2 " " " a i,# l l <- il < i2 <" 9 9 < ir 
<~ m, 1 <~ ]1 < ]2 <' " " < ]r <~ t}) ~< r log r + min{r log a, N} ~< O(N). 
Hence, 
(rmtav 2,~tt-r)C~o <~ 2 c, ,(tog r+lo~ re+log ,+log a+tog o+t+(t--r) log tF) ~ 2c,N 
for some constants cll and c. We leave it to the reader to convince~himself that M is in 
C(n, m, O, 1) for some n 1> 1. 
Corollary 4.1 now follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 
Corollary 4.1. Any semilinear set is a counter machine set. 
The complexity of the equivalence problem for semilinear sets is given by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Denote by N the sum of the sizes of the representations of the semilinear 
sets being considered. Then : 
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(a) The equivalence problem for semilinear sets is decidable in deterministic time 
2oN 2 
2 for some constant c. 
(b) The inequivalence problem for semilinear sets is decidable in nondeterministic 
time 2 p(N) for some polynomial p(N).  
ProoL This fol lows f rom Lemma 4.1 and Theorems 3.1 and 3.3. 
We also have the fo l lowing result  using Theorem 4.2(b). (See Theorem 3.6.) 
Theorem 4.3. There is a constant c > 0 such that if T is a Turing machine which 
constructs emilinear set representations of Presburger formulas, then for every integer 
k > 0 there is a formula of size N >t k for which Trequires more than 2 cN space in the 
construction. 
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